
Solve the noise and privacy problems in variety of environment

SILENCE BOOTH



Just IMAGINE!

In communication with customers,

background noise
will give customers a 
bad experience

Your phone call will
become noise
affect your
colleagues
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Wall Sound Insulation Ventilation Fan

Insulation Glass

产品简介
Product Introduction

Frame

Nylon CarpetLighting Power



Sound Insulation Material

Frame
6061 

Wall
38mm 

RW：35dB(±5dB)
RT0.25(±0.1s)

Acoustic Aluminum 
Honeycomb Panel

Polymer sound insulation 
material

High Density Polyester sound 
absorbing board



Ventilation Fan

The air in the booth can be circulated in three 
minutes, to ensure it won't be stuffy in the 
booth.



Lighting

Equipped with 4000K daylight color 
temperature LED lighting system150LX), it 

would satisfy your work light needs.
In the event of additional power 

requirements, a backup power supply is 
readily installed inside the booth.



Sound insulation tempered glass

Our booth adopts train type sound 
insulation tempered glass, which meets the 

requirements of sound insulation and 
meets the safety and stability of 

installation and use.

Safety



Simply Installation

Magic tape band is used for the back side 
installation of acoustic materials. It is 

environmentally
friendly and odorless, comply with 

European ROHS standard

For PET panel installation



Nylon Carpet

We use custom-made nylon carpet, 
which only needs one piece of carpet 

for a booth. 
The embedded installation method 
ensures the level of the booth floor 

and is not easy to slide. 
At the same time, nylon carpet has 

good sound absorption performance, 
which can meets our requirements for 

acoustic

Non-slip, sound-absorbing



220V Power

Our booth is equipped with 12V-USB 
power supply and power rated 

for100-240V/50-60HZ, complying 
with common equipment.

The three control switches control 
one lamp and two exhaust fans 

respectively.

Work anywhere



Optional 

AC

Office furniture
Bottom roller

Photoelectric glass



PART 02



Models

EXTRA LARGE LARGE MIDDLE SMALL 



Silence Booth training room 4-6 people XL type



Silence Booth Meeting Room 4 people L type



Silence Booth Office 2 people Mtype



Silence Booth Piano Room 2 
people ML type

The soundproof cabin meets the volume 
demand of one-to-one education, which 

blocks the external interference factors and is 
more beneficial to students Concentrate, even 

if you read aloud,it will not affect others.

•Outer dimension: D1910*W1472*H2272mm
•Internal dimension: D1800*W1340*H2140mm
•Color: black, grey, white, blue



Silence Booth Phonebooth 1 people S type



Modular
Easy Installation

PART 03
Features



Structure of Silence Booth



Modular and quick installation: the assembly is completed within 3
hours at the fastest...



Applications
PART 04



TEMPORARY OFFICE
Convenient office for people waiting in the airport; a private 

space equipped with network, for charging gadgets, and 
temporary office lounge.



SOLO OFFICE
A solution to the cost of office rent; 

functions as an private office without 
decoration concerns 

MEETING POD
A convenient conference or meeting 
pod for small groups (2 to 6 people); 

the Silence Booth can be set-up in 
places where there is a need for 

groups of people to meet



MUSIC INSTRUMENTS PRACTICING
A convenient music or sound studio that allows musicians to concentrate on their 

music without hearing the other people practice; it serves as a stable acoustic 
environment for playing music; recommended for music schools 



EDUCATION TRAINING
Our Silence Booth meets the volume demand of one-on-one education and blocks the 

external interference factors to allow students to concentrate on their work.



STUDY ROOM
A quiet and exclusive space conducive to studying; recommended for 

libraries and study areas in schools



PHONE 
BOOTH

For open-plan office 
environment, serves as a 
private and soundproof 
phone booth; solves the 
physical noise problem 
when talking to clients



WORKSHOP
In a noisy workshop, 

participants cannot hear 
each other clearly and 

they would need to go 
out of the room to make 

a call. 
The Silence Booth solves 

all these problems



FURNITURE 
SERIES

Different needs are met 
with different products



THANKS
Please feel free to contact us if you are interested 
in our silence booth.


